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In classical demography the actuarial estimator of the survival function has been used
for centuries, typically with one year time intervals. This estimator was also the default
in medical science and epidemiology till the advent of computers, when the
Kaplan-Meier estimator and later the Cox-model became the de facto standard for
analysis of survival data and more generally, for follow-up data from cohort studies. The
reporting of survival curves in the medical literature is therefore almost exclusively as
the well-known noisy step curves, which is then left to eye-ball smoothing by the reader.

In epidemiology there has also been a tradition in analysis of occurrence rates by
tabulation of events and risk time in five- or ten-year intervals, and fitting models with a
separate parameter in each interval. In some circumstances such as Age-Period-Cohort
models based on data classified in Lexis triangles this approach gives distinctly illogical
results [1].

Both of these approaches are essentially based on models where the effect of time is
taken to be different in different intervals, and the intervals taken as being exchangeable
— the inherent ordering of time-intervals are ignored in the model. For the very broad
time-intervals the usual problems associated with categorization applies [2]. Only in the
reporting of the effects is the ordering of time-intervals reintroduced, either by
connecting the estimates from broad time-categories, or hiding the ragged nature of the
estimates by only showing cumulative effects.

I will advocate the use of models using the quantitative nature of time in modeling of
occurrence rates, by imposing restrictions on the time-effects reflecting this. This can be
seen as a combination of the very fine subdivision of time used in the non-parametric
modeling and assumptions about continuous, smooth effects of time. Besides the ability
to show the time-effects directly on the rate-scale, this approach also includes the
possibility to accommodate multiple time scales such as age and duration of disease
simultaneously. It also readily extends to estimation of transition rates in multistate
models [3]. Parametric estimates of transition intensities also allow derivation of
demographic quantities such as residual life time and years of life lost.

An essential prerequisite for practical handling of these models is a proper way of
data representation. I shall describe the philosophy of the Lexis machinery for
representation of multistate data on multiple time scales implemented in the Epi

package for R[4, 5]. Furthermore I will show how otherwise intractable quantities from
large complex multistate models can be handled by simulation [6], even if models also
involve time since entry to intermediate states as timescale. Examples will be drawn
from the clinical literature, and I shall indicate directions for further work on devising
proper measures of uncertainty of such quantities.
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